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Retracing his steps, / Joe went round / to the front of the cottage again / 

and listened,/ but all he heard / was the breathless hush of the snow / as it floated 

against his face, / spiraled away, / and fell with gentle softness / to the ground. //  

When he looked across the clearing / he could barely make out / the dark bed of 

a brook / running through the trees. // Behind the cottage / the valley side was 

steep / and thickly wooded, / carpeted with rock / supporting fragile heaps of 

snow. //  

He went to the Volvo / and examined the footprints again. // They were 

getting faint now, / there was no doubt / they pointed towards the cottage. // 

Beginning to despair, / he looked up the valley / and saw what might have been 

a path / leading away through the trees. // He made directly for it, / plunging 

down into a dip / and up the other side, / his soles slipping on the steep slope. // 

It was a path alright; / looking back, / he realized it snaked around / from the 

outhouses, / hugging the contour of the hill, / then he saw that / there were 

footprints on it, / like the ones next to the Volvo. // A few yards further on, / he 

came across more prints /  – dog-paws, / medium-sized – /  and almost laughed. 

//  

 The wind eased suddenly / as did the snow, / and looking up he saw her / 

standing in front of him. // Even then he doubted his eyes, / and it wasn’t until a 

black labrador / rushed down the path / and bounded up to him / that he finally 

stepped forward / and called her name. // She didn’t move at first. // Then she 

put a hand to her mouth / and let out a long gasp of disbelief. // As he stopped in 

front of her, / she stared at him / as if he were a ghost, / before reaching out / and 

putting her fingers / to his hand / as if to confirm that / he was flesh and blood. // 

She gave a choked cry of excitement. //  

 The next moment / she had looped her arms gravely / around his neck / 

and pressed her head to his cheek. // He would have hugged her back / but his 

arms got tangled up / in her rucksack. // Her hat was pulled halfway down her 

forehead. // In the dim light, / her skin was bleached of all colour, / a pale mask / 

in which her eyes / seemed to float softly. // The snow fell between them / like 

an impenetrable curtain / and she seemed both close / and a long way away. // 
 

(Adapted from A Death Divided by Clare Francis) 

 
 

 

Преди първия прочит на диктовката на дъската се изписват: Joe, Volvo и labrador. 
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